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ABSTRACT: The sustainability in all businesses is dependent on achieving customer loyalty by high levels of quality 

and efficiency. The degree to which their machinery is maintained is a key factor in their performance. The paper 

discusses the predictive analysis and maintenance with the help of industrial IoT. The factors which are useful for the 

maintenance are discussed. 
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I.INTRODUCTION 

The Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) was initially adopted by industries as a way to improve operational 

efficiency. But in today’s environment, it can improve the overall efficiency of industries in terms of productivity, 

quality, cost, delivery, safety and morale. The IIoT has significantly changed the working of industries, whether it is 

the detection of predictive maintenance of any drive or it is a constant checking of any interaction boundary. IIoT 

gadgets assisted enterprises with completing numerous exercises securely which beforehand were recognized as 

clumsy like corrosive tank level checking, erosion location inside a processing plant pipe and so forth IIoT innovation 

not just applies to assembling, mining, oil, gas, horticulture and utility businesses yet in addition in clinics, 

stockrooms, transportation, co-ordinations, ports and banking area. There will be worldwide spending of $500billion 

by 2020 on IIoT technology as every industry wants to use IIoT technology because, by introduce IIoT in industries, 

manufacture can boost their productivity by 30 percent and can reduce overall maintenance cost up to 30 percent, 

which can further eliminate breakdowns up to 70 percent. 

 

Prescient support is a method that utilizations condition-observing sensors and AI or rules based calculations to 

follow the presentation of hardware during ordinary activity and recognize potential deformities before they bring 

about disappointment. Prescient support empowers the decrease of both timetable based upkeep and spontaneous 

responsive upkeep by setting off upkeep calls dependent on the real status of the gear. IoT depends on prescient 

support sensors to catch data, sort out it, and recognize any regions that need consideration. A few instances of 

utilizing prescient upkeep and prescient support sensors incorporate vibration examination, oil investigation, 

temperature examination, warm imaging, and hardware perception.  

 

IoT based Predictive Maintenance in Manufacturing enables you adopt continuous monitoring for future failure, 

allowing your organization to be one step ahead and plan maintenance before failure occurs, eliminating the major 

downtime of assets or processes.  IoT based PdM solutions also reduce unplanned reactive maintenance and the costs 

associated with it because it prevents catastrophic failures and the need for unwarranted manual check-ups - all-

round, they'll save you time, money and effort.  

II.LITRATURE SURVEY 

 
In this paper discusses technological trends like Big Data Analytics and Machine Learning techniques to converge into 

and merge with traditional manufacturing processes, resulting in smart manufacturing. Smart producing techniques 

leverage the employment of business net of things (IIoT) technology victimization IoT sensors that are fitted on 

physical assets to boost producing processes. IoT Sensors modify sensible producing facilities capable of autonomously 

exchanging data, which may be accustomed drive business selections a lot of accurately. Businesses that adopt sensible 

producing techniques result in a competitive advantage for these corporations as they will usher in higher profit 

margins, reduced maintenance prices, energy savings, and better-quality merchandise. This study proposes an design 
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for IIoT based mostly prophetic maintenance. A case study from appurtenant industry is conferred to demonstrate a 

prophetic model for predicting sudden breakdown in industrial machines, thereby enabling the assembly and 

maintenance cycle to be ‘smart [1].  

 

This paper presents a method to optimize the manufacturing processes by using IoT-based predictive maintenance. It 

illustrates how an IIoT solution can be used to predict a manufacturing defect. The data is collected from multiple smart 

sensors stored on this welding machine. It is monitored using Statistical process control methods. Machine learning 

algorithms are applied to reveal hidden correlations in the data sets and detect abnormal data patterns. The recognized 

data patterns are then reflected in predictive models, classification approaches are used to identify the type of 

manufacturing processes, namely normal and welding problem. The variables that contribute the most to the failure are 

identified [2].  

 

This paper examines progressed AI based generally PdM system. Various ways to deal with figure the PdM drawback 

and address it territory unit referenced. The presentation of different AI calculations on instrumentality information is 

assessed. To gain from the qualities of differed calculations a superb learning based for the most part approach with 

profound neural organizations is anticipated. This methodology is solid contrasted with single system decision and 

handles dynamic creation setting great. This cross approval based for the most part stacked model group prophetical 

support methodology is furthermore easy to adjust [3]. 

 

This paper shows how these production machines can be enabled for predictive maintenance by retrofitting with low-

cost sensors, an Industrial-Internet-of-Things-architecture and machine learning. An industrial implementation on a 

heavy lift Electric Monorail System at the BMW Group. Predictive maintenance is one of the major drivers of Industry 

4.0 as it can significantly reduce costs by improving overall equipment effectiveness and extending the remaining 

useful life of production machines. Most of the potential lies in the brownfield with old equipment where no sensors or 

connectivity are available [4].  

 

In this paper author discussed on industrial plants or any critical utility plants, the ultimate goal is to maximize the 

production quantity and quality but at the same time keeping the production cost as low as possible. To achieve this, it 

to keep plants in fully efficient condition so that the throughput of the system is maximum. In order to keep the system 

fully efficient it needs to be maintained properly. There are different maintenance strategies being used to maintain the 

efficiency of the plant. For any specific type of industry, maintenance affects the cost of goods produced. To avoid 

breakdown, the maintenance strategies should be planned in such a way that the maintenance tasks are executed at right 

time. Unnecessary maintenance tasks increase the maintenance costs and also the time required to execute them. 

Through this paper, the prospect of optimizing the plant operation i.e. to reduce the down time of the system using 

predictive maintenance (PdM) approach which will lead to reduced production cost has been explored [5].  

 

The trade sectors illustrated in Fig. one are relevant to the severity and nature of threats to Associate in Nursing 

organization and therefore the IIoT devices deployed in the organization’s operational systems.  
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Fig. 1. Industry Sector category.  

 

III.PREDICTIVE MAINTENANCE 

Predictive maintenance is divided into following categories  

The following outcomes are classified as predictive maintenance:  

 

1. Lower the cost of repairs  

Instead of intermittent "blind" schedules with no understanding of asset fitness, plan maintenance periods in advance 

based on real-world asset state tracking. You will reduce needless maintenance and improve the performance of the 

maintenance team if you can accurately track asset health in real-time.  
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2. Minimize unscheduled downtime  

To prevent unintended system failure, use time-to-failure metrics. Knowing that anything is going to malfunction 

allows you to perform repairs during planned stoppages, allowing the computers to continue operating without 

interruption. 

 

 3. Diagnosis that can be predicted  

 

The ability to monitor and forecast what maintenance is needed on which system or asset in real time is extremely 

useful. Be sure the repair teams know what equipment and components they'll need ahead of time so they do not even 

waste the time travelling on-site.  

 

4. More intelligent maintenance preparation  

As you gather more info, you'll be able to better understand how long it takes to repair individual devices and how 

much they need to be serviced, helping you to plan your maintenance plans around your production.  

 

5. Increase the predictability of operations  

You can create a common source of reality by combining data science, machine learning, and historical data from all of 

your systems. You can spot patterns, make precise predictions, and change the way you plan production and manage 

your assets with this information.  

 

6. Boost your revenue  

You will have a significant effect on the bottom line by increasing resources usage, lowering operating costs, and 

offering better information to help you make better business decisions.  

 

IV.PREDICTIVE MAINTENANCESTRUCTURE 

Predictive maintenance necessitates an embedded device with IoT capability to continuously monitor streaming sensor 

data, as well as various linked components (micro - controller, detectors, and interaction module) to process data and 

provide continuous input.  

 

Figure 2 depicts the measures involved in developing a supervised predictive maintenance structure, from early 

warning of potential faults to supplying information on equipment life status.  

 

Fig  2 Predictive maintenance structure 
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V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 

The output of nodemcu data is sent to the cloud platform through internet. The result of different sensor data is shown 

in fig. 3, fig.4, and fig.5. 

 

Fig. 3 time vs value  

 
Fig. 4 time vs temperature 

 

 
 

Fig.5 time vs humidity 
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VI.CONCLUSION 

The Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) is a rapidly evolving technology that will radically transform the way 

businesses operate. Since IIoT will occupy every sector in the future, it is critical that we consider IIoT technology and 

its applications in the industry. The Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) is a fast-evolving system that can fundamentally 

alter how companies work.  

We must recognize IIoT technology and its applications in the market because IIoT will occupy every field in the 

future.  
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